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C A R E  I N S T R U C T I O N  A R T I C L E

Dear customer!

With our article HORIZON you buy our crowning achievement.

The leather was developed especially for the leather enthusiast who honors natural

remarks. Common upholstery leather which you can find in furniture stores are levelled

out by a pigmentation. This means a colour finish is applied in order to cover natural

remarks. Result of this colour levelling is a less agreable hand. HORIZON resigns

pigmentation which comes to a inimitable greasy hand. The leather is made water-

repellant after tanning and dyeing through. Practically, the hide fibres get oil-coated.

This is an advantage as the impregnation could not be rubbed off while seating as it

could happen to a sprayed-on protection. So this hydrophobising guarantees the best

protection possible for a non-pigmented leather.

In spite of this protection all non-pigmented leathers shall be treated with the utmost

care. The light fastness level 3 HORIZON matches (German Upholstery Quality

Guidelines) bases on the fact that the leather is not treated by direct sunlight very often

as this could make the colour fade. It should also just be cleaned with a dry cloth.

Should any substances penetrate the leather these stains could not be removed. We

therefore recommend a sparingly appliance of Intensity Care with UV protection once

in a half year in order to enhance the stain resistant equipment.

We wish the owner a lot of joy with this kind of leather and please do not hesitate to

contact us in case of questions at any time.

We recommend:

Intensity
Leather Care with light protection for smooth leather
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